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→ Topology on A

→ Conditions on topological algebra to construct manifold

→ + Algebraic definitions of derivations & tensor fields



Manifold + Metric Einstein Algebra 



Q: Do T1 and T2 have “the same” content, 
or does one involve stronger ontological 
commitments than the other?

[some category theory]

A: The physically relevant relationship 
between T1 and T2 is that T1 has 
[more/less/the same] 
[structure/properties/stuff] compared to 
T2.

Categorical 
relationship 
between 
theories
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Q: Do T1 and T2 have “the same” content, or 
does one involve stronger metaphysical 
commitments than the other?

1. T1 can be understood as category C1.
2. T2 can be understood as category C2.
3. The relationship between T1 and T2 can 

be understood as a functor F: C1 → C2.
4. F has xyz properties.

from which we infer

A: The physically relevant relationship 
between T1 and T2 is that T1 has 
[more/less/the same] 
[structure/properties/stuff] compared to T2.
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The PSS 
heuristic

If a functor is full, faithful, and 
essentially surjective, it realizes an 
equivalence of categories.

Heuristic:
➔ not essentially surjective = forgets 

“properties”

➔ not full = forgets “structure”

➔ not faithful = forgets “stuff”



Origin of PSS 
Heuristic



Inspiration 
for PSS

“Mathematical gadgets” can be defined by 
specifying

Some stuff: set(s), space(s), 

Equipped with structure: subset(s), 
elements, relations

Satisfying properties: equations, 
inequalities, inclusions



Example

A function is

a pair of sets X and Y          (stuff)

Equipped with   f ⊆  XｘY                (structure)

Satisfying  ∀x ∈ X   ∃!y ∈ Y  s.t.  (x, y) ∈ f.  
(property)



Category Sq

Object:

Arrows: 90⁰, 180⁰, 270⁰ 
rotations; reflections 
over hor, vert, and diag 
axes

Ex: forgetting structure



Category Sq

Object:

Arrows: 90⁰, 180⁰, 270⁰ 
rotations; reflections 
over hor, vert, and diag 
axes

Category Sq*

Object:

Arrows: 180⁰ rotation; 
hor & vert reflection

Ex: forgetting structure



Category Sq

Object:

Arrows: 90⁰, 180⁰, 270⁰ 
rotations; reflections 
over hor, vert, and diag 
axes

Category Sq*

Object:

Arrows: 180⁰ rotation; 
hor & vert reflection

Ex: forgetting structure

Functor F: Sq* → Sq takes           to           , arrows to themselves



Category Sq

Object:

Arrows: 90⁰, 180⁰, 270⁰ 
rotations; reflections 
over hor, vert, and diag 
axes

Category Sq**

Object:

Arrows:  
outside square arrows + 
inside square arrows

Ex: forgetting stuff

Functor F: Sq** → Sq takes           to           , arrows to “themselves”    



Category Sq

Object:

Arrows: 90⁰, 180⁰, 270⁰ 
rotations; Reflections 
over hor, vert, and diag 
axes

Category ColSq

Objects:

Arrows: ← same x 3

Ex: forgetting properties

Functor F: Sq → ColSq takes           to           , arrows to themselves



Category Sq

Object:

Arrows: 90⁰, 180⁰, 270⁰ 
rotations; Reflections 
over hor, vert, and diag 
axes

Category Sq

Objects:

Arrows: ← + color 
swaps

Ex: equivalence

Functor F: Sq → Sq takes           to           , arrows to themselves



Intuitive 
significance
of PSS

forgetting properties →  expanding 
scope

forgetting stuff → reducing 
dimension

forgetting structure →  adding noise 
or eliminating artifacts



Category Man

Objects:
Manifolds with 
metric 

Arrows: 
Metric preserving 
diffeomorphisms of 
the manifold

Category EA

Objects:
“Smooth” algebras + 
“metric”

Arrows:  
“Smooth” 
isomorphisms that 
preserve “metric”

Functor F: Man → EA is an equivalence of categories  



Manifold + Metric Einstein Algebra 



Problem: 
Which categories & 
functors
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Interpretation 
Diagram
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Semantic 
Diagram
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“ The intuitive general idea 
of a colimit is that it defines 
an object obtained by 
sewing together the objects 
of the diagram, according 
to the instructions given by 
the morphisms of the 
diagram.

nLab
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Manifold + Metric Einstein Algebra 



Category theory provides a scaffold for telling a 
story about the relationship between theoretic 
formalisms that is constrained to be consistent 
with how we use them.

● Categories offer a precise way of 
(provisionally) defining a formalism

● Functors express relationships between 
formalisms

● Semantic diagrams express how we are 
interpreting formalisms

● PSS heuristic summarises key features of the 
proposed relationships between formalisms 
as interpreted

Summary



Thanks!
Any questions?

?


